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(1.2) but increases to 4.2 when age at onset is 13–15 years [3].

The loss of locomotor function, as measured by the Expanded Disability Status Scale, takes longer from the time of first attack in pediatric- versus adult-onset MS, but pediatric patients reach disability milestones at a younger age than their adult counterparts. Comparative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies have shown a higher lesion burden in children with MS compared with adults, supporting the concept that pediatric MS is more inflammatory than adult disease [4].

Diagnosis of Pediatric MS

The body of knowledge regarding immune-mediated CNS demyelinating disorders of childhood has grown substantially in latter years. In 2007, the International Pediatric Multiple Sclerosis Study Group (IPMSSG) proposed definitions and diagnostic criteria for pediatric MS, acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (ADEM), neuromyelitis optica (NMO) and clinically isolated syndrome (CIS) [1]. In tandem, the 2001 McDonald criteria for diagnosis of MS were expanded to include children of all ages. Availability of more accurate diagnostic procedures is expected to facilitate management decisions such as use of disease-modifying therapy in children with MS [1].
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Epidemiology of Pediatric MS

Although multiple sclerosis (MS) is typically considered an adult disease, it occurs also in younger patients; approximately 3–5% of the MS population is less than 16 years of age [1]. Pediatric MS differs from adult-onset MS in several important ways:

• the central nervous and immune systems of children/adolescents are not as developed as in adults
• in children the disease is more likely to involve cerebellar and brainstem dysfunction, polysymptomatic presentation and a high relapse rate [1, 2].

About 30% of children with MS develop cognitive dysfunction early in the disease course; this has a negative impact on academic and social functioning [3].

Although most affected children have a disease onset during adolescence, MS can also occur before the age of 10 and is associated with a greater level of disability. In very early-onset MS, symptoms can mimic those of acute disseminated encephalomyelitis which is important for differential diagnosis. Interestingly, in younger patients (age of onset <12 years) the female:Male ratio is close to unity (1.2) but increases to 4.2 when age at onset is 13–15 years [3].
Treatment of Pediatric MS

Although no randomized controlled trials of disease-modifying drugs are available in pediatric MS, beta interferons and glatiramer acetate are recommended based on strong evidence as first-line therapy in adult patients [4]. Several observational studies have reported on the efficacy and safety of these immunomodulating agents during short-term use in pediatric patients; beta interferons and glatiramer acetate significantly reduced the relapse rate, slowed disease progression and were generally well tolerated [3, 4]. A treatment algorithm for pediatric MS has been developed on the basis of two consensus papers (fig. 1).

The European guidance recommends early initiation of disease-modifying therapy in children with relapsing-remitting MS [3]. Similarly, the IPMSSG recommends that all pediatric patients with MS be considered for early treatment with either beta interferon or glatiramer acetate as first-line therapy to prevent the occurrence of relapses, to limit the extent of disability, and to reduce the level of CNS damage [4]. At the first demyelinating episode subjects must be monitored clinically; a second MRI is recommended 3–6 months later. If the second MRI indicates MS-defining disease activity (e.g. a new neurological episode, either new or active MRI lesions), treatment should be offered [3, 4]. However, about one-third of children with MS will not respond adequately to treatment and a second-line therapy will be required. Treatment failure is defined as the occurrence of relapses despite treatment, new MRI lesions, poor recovery after relapse and disease progression.

Treatment Failure

In cases of treatment failure or highly active disease, options include switching between first-line therapies (beta interferon and glatiramer acetate) or escalating to a second-line agent. The efficacy and overall tolerability of natalizumab have been demonstrated in a number of studies.

Fig. 1. Treatment algorithm for pediatric multiple sclerosis. GA = Glatiramer acetate; IFNβ = interferon-beta; MRI = magnetic resonance imaging [2, 4].
small studies but the risk of progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy must always be considered [4]. Small studies have shown a reduction in disease activity with cyclophosphamide and mitoxantrone but their safety profiles are poor [4]. A number of other drugs such as rituximab, daclizumab and fingolimod are being evaluated, but additional studies to evaluate optimal dosing, safety and efficacy are required before these agents can be recommended as second-line therapy in pediatric MS.

Conclusions

Children with inflammatory forms of MS are at risk for serious cognitive and physical sequelae. Consensus guidelines advocate early treatment with beta interferon or glatiramer acetate. For children who experience disease relapses, second-line therapies such as natalizumab may need to be explored but caution is advised. Robust clinical studies in pediatric MS patients, evaluating current and emerging therapies, are essential to identify optimal therapeutic options for this patient population, particularly in the second-line setting.
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